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Abstract
The conventional brick handling such as road paving site, building construction site is allocated to the
construction workers. Since these kinds of tasks are obviously labor-intensive and tedious, there have been
many approaches to the automation at the construction site. However, the automation of the block-laying
task still has several problems caused by the poor surroundings - inequable construction materials and
uneven working conditions like various laying and paving patterns. Herein, this paper proposes an integrated
mobile manipulator system operated by the optimal laying pattern and trajectory generation algorithm. The
pattern generator is designed by the “Fast Algorithm” based on Steudel’s algorithm; the trajectory generation
algorithm is based on the “Overlap Method” which is a treatment skill for robot-surrounded obstacles. This
study mainly shows the efficiencies of the proposed pattern and trajectory generation algorithm for the
brick-laying task and the performance evaluation of the prototype system.

Keywords: Brick Laying Pattern Algorithm, Manipulation Trajectory Generation Algorithm, Brick-laying,
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1. Introduction
Automation in the industrial field, in specific, factory automation has made good progress. Operators used
to be included in a conventional manufacturing process with uniform working conditions - a formal
production line. Automation outside the production line, however, has several limitations and difficulties in
adapting to actual conditions, manual or semi-automatic machining tools are mostly used in modern
industries. Automated machines or robots are starting to work with man on the jobsite, specifically in a
construction site. Through many reports, brick laying and paving is the laborious task with harsh repetitive
working conditions; they often cause fatal injuries. Miedema and Vink (1996a, 1996b) found that the highest
workload is experienced by the bricklayer when the bricks are located 0~50cm above the work floor and the
highest workload of the bricklayers’ assistant is seen in loading and unloading process. [1] To solve these
problems, Anliker (1988) developed one of the earliest prototypes of the semi-automated bricklaying
masonry machine which is able to build pre-assembled brick walls up to 8 meters long. [2] And Pritschow
(1996) proposed a brick laying robot which can operate such a picking bricks or blocks task on the
construction site from prepared pallets, applying bonding material, and erecting brickwork with high
accuracy and quality. [3] However, these studies commonly have several critical drawbacks. First, they did
not consider the importance of an optimized brick-laying pattern generation; hence, the constructor should
design the laying pattern of the wall or load separately and check the possibility of the robot to perform the
laying task (Fig. 1). Second, they did not pay attention to the motion optimization of the robot arm based on
the brick laying position and surrounding obstacles. Motion and trajectory optimization can increase the
efficiency of the entire task. This paper defined the brick-laying task and a couple of assumptions for the
system configurations. Next, the main pattern generation algorithm - the “Fast Algorithm” is introduced
briefly. Then, the designed trajectory generation algorithm to travel between the gripping point (initial point)
of picked and palletized point (target laying position) is explained; its performance is verified.
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Fig. 1 Conventional
C
m
method and prroposed robotic automation
n method
D
of thee Proposed Syystem
2. Concept Design
2.1 Definition of
o Target Task
Brick-layin
ng task firstly spreads mortaar on sides or ends of brickk already laid. The
T end of th
he laid brick is
buttered with
h mortar and shoved againstt the precedingg brick, spreadding mortar on
o both sides of
o closure
brick. Laying the brick into
o position and squeezing thee mortar to a width
w
of 10mm, the surpluss mortar is
m the bed. Then, it is scrapeed off with thee trowel; the same
s
process is
i repeated on
nto the next.
extruded from
Since this rep
petitive charactteristic accom
mpanies harmfuul effects to th
he workers, th
he goal of the research was
set up for assiist these task.
2.2 Configuratiions of the Propoosed System
Generally,, the performaance of the robotic system and
a the efficieency of the asssociated task are
a determinedd
by adequatelyy sharing the entire
e
task betw
ween human and
a robot, andd setting the liimitation of th
he role of the
robot system.. The aim of th
his study is to
o design an asssistive robot syystem which will
w help construction
workers with the most repeetitive, and mo
onotonous prrocedures of brick
b
laying, buut not substituute them. Duee
n field conditio
ons, this studyy specifically liimits the role of the robot to
t carrying thee
to many kinds of uncertain
a delivering to the target p
position by a generated opttimal pattern and
a trajectory.. As shown in
n
piled blocks and
Fig. 2, in the brick-laying
b
procedure, squueezing the mo
ortar, tapping down the bricck, and extrudding the surpluus
mortar from the
t bed are caarried out by th
he constructio
on workers; it shows the predefined workking procedurre
of each task using
u
the brickk laying robot while consideering the desiggn strategy. In
n this study, th
he unit pattern
n
generation areea is defined to
t use the optiimal pattern generation
g
algo
orithm in the brick- laying robot.
r
The
maximized paattern generatiion unit area ffor every singlle stop, considdering the rob
bot motion ran
nge, is shown
L
×
W
in the (
) area of Fig. 2. The junctio
on point is thee area which th
he robot cann
not cover usingg its own
motion range. Therefore, th
he bricks belo
onging to that area are laid by
b the human worker simulltaneously,
ot performs th
he brick-layingg task. If the user
u can defin
ne the laying tiiming sequencce of various
while the robo
types of brickks, the compleex laying is possible. Fig. 3 shows
s
the dataa process of th
he entire systeem. In the
following chaapter, the Fast algorithm forr the brick-layying pattern geeneration as an
n initial point of the OLP
simulator andd real robot syystem is brieflyy introduced.
3. Optimal Pattern
P
Generration Algoriithm
3.1 Definition of
o the Fast Algoorithm
The “Fast algorithm” geets similar pro
ocesses with Steudel’s algoriithm in generaating the initiaal four solution
I addition, Trreatment 3 is aadopted to ap
pply the heurisstic to the centtral hole in thee following
patterns [4]. In
three methodds, recursively, so as to remo
ove the overlaapped area (Figg. 4).
(1) The 1st method: the briccks are cut at thee two horizontall edges of the overrlapped area.
3
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(2) Thee 2nd method: thee bricks are cut aat the two verticaal edges.
e
(3) Thee 3rd method: thee bricks are cut aat the left verticaal edge and the loower horizontal edge.
As therre are not anyy consideration
ns about all off the block sizzes in this algo
orithm, compuuting time sho
ould
be ensuredd in the wholee process. Thee initial solutio
ons of the firstt phase find th
he combinatio
on, and definee 4
parameterrs as follows. There
T
are threee fundamentaal rules for thee second phase, that I just for
f
(1) a : When
W maximiziing the length off the block and disposing
d
the briccks lengthwise, thhe maximal posssible number of
bricks = 5l .
(2) a : When
W maximiziing the length off the block and disposing
d
the briccks lengthwise, thhe minimal possi
sible number of bricks
b
=

2l .

=

8w .

(3) b : When
W maximiziing the width of tthe block and diisposing the brick
ks lengthwise, thhe maximal posssible number of bricks
b
(4) b : When
W maximiziing the width of tthe block and diisposing the brick
ks lengthwise, thhe minimal possiible number of bricks
b
2
w
= .

Fig.22 Brick-laying task with pro
oposed robot system:
s
Robott and Human

oposed system
m based on OL
LP task simullator
Fig. 3 Pro

Fig.4 Treaatment of the Fast
F algorithm
m and its param
meter
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In the firstt phase, ( L1 , W1 ), such as (a, b) , (a, b) , (aa,b ) , and ( a , b ) are combin
ned, and ( L1 , W1 ), the width
and length off the other blo
ocks can be deetermined.
( L2 ,W2 ) = ( L4 ,W4 ) = ([ ( L − L1 ) / w] w, ⎡⎣(W − W1 ) / l ⎤⎦ l ) (1)
( L3 ,W3 ) = ( L1 , W1 )

.

(2)

3.2 Computatioonal Performancce of the Fast Allgorithm
The propo
osed algorithm
m is implemen
nted on Visuall C++ 6.0 andd compiled witth maximized-speed option
n.
This algorithm
m test generatted a 2D patteern of bricks and
a its calculattion speed. Ass a hypothesis,, the load
balancing of the
t brick and its
i stability weere not considdered. The resuults of Table 2 were acquireed by a
computer witth a K6-350-

Algorithm and pattern generration simulatiion in 2D casee
(a) Result of Fast A
(b)

( Brick-layin
(b)
ng pattern generation simulaation in 3D caase
Fig.5 Deeveloping the p
prototype bricck-laying patteern generation
n simulator

Figg.6 Expandingg dimension of
o the segmenttal scanning plane
p
To use this allgorithm practtically, one dim
mension of heeight is appliedd additionally, and the 3D brick
b
laying
simulator is reealized on likee the Fig. 5 ab
bove.

4
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4. Synthetic Trajectoryy Generation
n Algorithm
4.1 Configuuration Space (C
C-Space) and A* Algorithm: Mapping
M
Obstacle
les on C-Space
Couplee of main com
mponents of th
he system such
h as palletizedd bricks, batterry packs, and main controllers
can be obsstacles at the same
s
time forr the brick-layiing system. Heence, the conccept of C-spacce to solve thiis
systematicc obstacle prob
blem was applied. The conffigurations defined unknow
wn variables th
hat exactly exp
press
the positio
on and directio
on of an objecct, and the C-space represen
nted all of thee spaces [6]. Th
he coordinatee for
each confiiguration was defined; each point in this coordinate that was approaached to the ro
obot gripper was
w
expressed by the robot joint angles (cconfiguration, posture) of th
he proposed system.
s
Fig. 100 shows an
o the generation of configuuration space. First, on the basis
b
of the joint of the basee frame, the
example of
imaginary plane was rottated 360 degrrees. In this movement,
m
the objects surro
ounding the ro
obot were scan
nned,
nerated. The leeft side of Fig.. 6 describes the
t specified brick-laying
b
ro
obot
and an outline of the seection was gen
he outline, inclluding its interrior, could be considered an
n obstacle. In this study, thee outline was
layout. Th
acquired by
b using an en
nd effecter of tthe robot, andd the free-movvement and ob
bstacle zones in the C-spacee
were generated as show
wn in Fig. 6. To
o help distinguuish the 3D sh
hape of the C-space, variouus brightness
he A* algorith
hm
intensities and colors arre used. This ffigure is necessary to generaate the optimaal path using th
described in the next paaragraph.
Robot for Trajecttory Generation
4.2 Consideeration of the Reeal Size of the R
4.2.1 Moddified Slice Plaane
One off the disadvan
ntages of the A
A* algorithm is
i the requiredd computing tiime. The aforeementioned
approach considers the robot arm as a bar. Hence,, the computin
ng time load iss relatively low
w. However, a real
r
has an original
o
volum
me, and these factors
f
have to
o be applied to
t the A* algorithm. The neext
industrial robot
step was to
o consider thee real volume of the robot when
w
it scans obstacles andd generates C-o
obstacles. To do
this, the sllice planes werre redefined b
because it was assumed thatt the original slice
s
plane hadd no thicknesss, the
modified slice
s
plane hadd a thickness, and the factorr that changedd the scanningg point of an obstacle
o
of eacch
angle was a group of bo
oth sides of th
he boundary of the modifiedd slice plane (F
Fig. 6). The th
hickness of thee
b the real sizee of the robot arm, includin
ng its gripper and
a load.
plane was determined by
ham’s Algorith
hm for Conveex List
4.2.2 Grah
Fig. 7 shows
s
the scanning points tthat used the modified
m
slicee plane. The proposed
p
systeem used factorrs of
convex list point of objects and the sum of half thee thickness an
nd a safe distan
nce. Convex liist was generaated
ntersection po
oints. If the nuumber of interrsection pointss was less than
n
by the insiide apexes of objects and in
two, the sllice plane is reegarded as meeeting with an apex or edge. Graham’s alggorithm was used
u
to generate
the convexx hull which was
w used as th
he new boundaary of the objeect when the modified
m
slicee plane was ap
pplied
[7].

Fig.7 Prrocedure of O
Overlap Metho
od and trajecto
ory generation
n with θ2 and θ3
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4.3 The Overlap Method for the Brick-laying Trajectory Generation
4.3.1 Basic Concept
The computing load is a critical problem in the area of software development. The main purpose of this
study, as described in the Introduction, is to develop an OLP (offline programming) simulator specific to
brick-laying automation. If the real size of a brick-laying robot is considered to generate the optimized
trajectory, an A* algorithm is a relatively expensive method. To use this algorithm, the C-space has to be
generated, but this requires a large amount of computing load. To focus on the characteristics of the bricklaying task, the new strategy which is devoted to the generation of the set of boundaries (convex) of the
obstacles was proposed. As shown in Fig. 13, the proposed method overlaps the scanned images of each
brick at one plane and obtains the outer line of the overlapped image. This method used the total traveling
distance from the pick-up point of the bricks to the place-down point via the outer line of the overlapped
area. The following equation was used to optimize the traveling distance that the robot must negotiate to
deliver one brick from the pick-up to the place-down point:
Topt = A[abs{(Pvia − Ppick −up )θ2 } + abs{(Pplace−down − Pvia )θ2 } + B[abs{(Pvia − Ppick −up )θ3 }
(3)
+abs{(Pplace−down − Pvia )θ3 }]
4.3.2 Considerations of the Via Point
The robot path, however, is not composed of only three points (a place-down point, an optimal via point,
and a place-down point). Therefore, this algorithm is exhausted to find an extra via point that would travel
the whole path, from the start to the end point. To do this, the optimal via point is used as the initial point.
If the gripper of the robot reaches this point, a collision between the gripper and the obstacle can be avoided
by changing θ1 . The definition of the collision or gap between the robot and place-down point and the
obstacle is decided beforehand.

Fig.8 θ1 for optimal via point generation

Fig.9 The overlap method algorithm
The place-down point is calculated based on the base frame plane of the manipulator. Therefore, when the
robot performs the brick-paving task, the place-down point has to be considered first. Through these several
treatments, the intermediate via points are decided as shown in Fig. 8.
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(1) st1, st2, st3: θ1 , θ2 , θ3 of the starrting point
(2) gt1, gt2, gt3: θ1 , θ2 , θ3 of a goal ppoint
(3) t2, t3:
t θ2 , θ3 of ann optimal path ppoint

(4) t1_( i ): θ1 of an opptimal path poinnt (ith iteration)

The total travel poin
nts are composed of [pickin
ng-up point] Æ 1st optimal via point, [viaa( θ11, θ12 , θ13)] Æ
θ θ θ
[▪▪▪] Æ ntth via point, [vvia( θn1 , θ n 2 , θn3 )] Æ final op
ptimal via poin
nt, [via( f 1 , f 2 , f 3 )] Æ [p
place-down po
oint].

θ

Here, i andd j of ij mean
n the ith geneerated via poin
nt of the jth jo
oint of the rob
bot manipulato
or. Fig. 9 show
ws
the detaileed algorithm of
o the overlap method. Thiss one deals witth every surro
ounding obstaccle in every un
nit
step of thee process (“un
nit step” mean
ns one cycle off pick-and-plaace task). As th
he shapes of the
t obstacles,
especially palletized briccks, are changged at every steep, this approach takes stro
ong advantages on that is eaasy to
calculate the path.
5. Result and Conclussions
To prove the efficiency of the proposed methodollogy, all types of trajectory generation
g
meethods describ
bed
per are simulatted, and the reesults are com
mpared. As sho
own in the graaph, the comp
puting time off A*
in this pap
algorithm that considereed the volumee of the robott is remarkablyy different dep
pending on th
he situation
However, the overlap
o
metho
od produces fast
f and stable computation
encounterred at every steep (Fig. 10). H
results reggardless of thee place-down p
position and configurations
c
s of surroundin
ng obstacles. Fig.
F 10 showss the
prototype brick- laying system and sim
mple perform
mance tests. Th
his is about brrick positionin
ng performancce,
and each position
p
is calcculated by thee proposed OL
LP simulator based
b
on the “Fast
“
Algorith
hm” and “Oveerlap
Method.” In the next sttudy, there willl be trials for synchronizingg the mobile platform
p
with the operatingg
he brick-layingg and paving task
t while con
ntinuously movving. Then, th
here will be triials
algorithm to perform th
mic performance of the mo
obile platform
m such as minim
mizing the hysteresis error, and
for improvving the dynam
keeping th
he constant distance preciseely against the wall using by the autonomous navigation
n system. Lasttly,
there will be
b field-tests and
a make-up for a user-frieendly operatin
ng interface.

Fig.10 1-sstep brick-layin
ng task and brrick positionin
ng demonstrattion (Brick, 211EA)
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